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dana schutz: if the face had wheels exhibition biographies ... - dana schutz: if the face had wheels
exhibition biographies helaine posner chief curator and deputy director for curatorial affairs, neuberger
museum of art helaine posner is chief curator and deputy director for curatorial affairs at the neuberger
museum of art, purchase, new york. she was the exhibition curator for dana schutz: if the face had wheels ,
which will travel to three venues ... dana schutz: if the face had wheels image highlights and ... - media
contacts: ashley pritchard, 720-913-0096 kristy bassuener, 720-913-0115 dana schutz: if the face had wheels
image highlights and credit lines dana schutz piano in the rain - dailyartfair - dana schutz was born in
1976 in livonia, michigan. she has been the subject of museum exhibitions both nationally and internationally.
her traveling survey exhibition if the face had wheels opened at the neuberger museum, purchase, new york in
september 2011 and traveled to the miami art museum in january 2012. it will open at the denver art museum
in november 2012 in conjunction with a works ... dana schutz waiting for the barbarians - wheels, miami
art museum, miami, fl 2011 dana schutz, if the face had wheels, neuberger museum of art, purchase, ny dana
schutz, d schutz, b schwabsky - doc.uments dana schutz waiting for the barbarians why dana schutz painted
emmett till the artist has spent her career using abstract and figurative images to tell enigmatic stories. but a
recent work has made her an incendiary figure. why ... sch master cv - exhibit-e - dana schutz, if the face
had wheels, miami art museum, miami, fl 2011 dana schutz , if the face had wheels , neuberger museum of
art, purchase, ny dana schutz: drawings & prints , atlanta contemporary art center, atlanta, miami art
museum presents first ten year survey of ... - miami art museum presents first ten‐year survey of
paintings and drawings by dana schutz dana schutz: if the face had wheels january 15 – february 26, 2012
goshka macuga r. h. quaytman - marlborough gallery - "dana schutz: if the face had wheels" neuberger
museum of art septel1lljer 25-decemljer10 . curatecl by helail1e posner' dana schutz paints with directness
and expediency, and her work has an exhilaration that comes from giving form to internal feelings. she is an
american symbolist who is sometimes mistaken for a realist. her paintings often depict scenes that are absurd,
goofy, or grotesque ... if my grandmother had wheels she'd be a trolley car: the ... - i met dana schutz
for the first time in july of 2012. i was participating in the drawing marathon i was participating in the drawing
marathon with graham nickson at the new york studio school and living at my aunt’s house in boerum
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